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Abstract

Ransomware is a type of revenue-generating tactic that cybercriminals utilize
to improve their income. Businesses have spent billions of dollars recovering
control of their resources, which may include confidential data, operational
applications and models, financial transactions, and other information, as
a result of malicious software. Ransomware can infiltrate a resource or
device and restrict the owner from accessing or utilizing it. There are vari-
ous obstacles that a business must overcome in order to avoid ransomware
attacks. Traditional ransomware detection systems employ a static detection
method in which a finite dataset is provided into the system and a logical
check is performed to prevent ransomware attacks against the system. This
was effective in the early stages of the internet, but the scenario of recent
times is far more advanced, and as more and more cyber world contrivances
have been analyzed, multiple gaps have been identified, to the benefit of
ransomware attackers, who use these gaps to generate astronomically large
sums of money. As a result, the suggested methodology aims to efficiently
detect diverse patterns associated with various file formats by starting with
their sources, data collecting, probabilistic identification of target devices,
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and deep learning classifier with intelligent detection. An organization can
use the recommended approach to safeguard its data and prepare for future
ransomware attacks by using it as a roadmap to lead them through their
security efforts.

Keywords: Ransomware detection, ransomware prediction, data analysis,
natural language processing, deep learning, LSTM.

1 Introduction

Since the birth of the cyber world and subsequent advancements, cybersecu-
rity has become a rising concern. By making information more available and
connecting individuals, networks, and systems, the internet has altered infor-
mation and communication management. This ease of access has resulted in
unlawful operations, data theft, and damage implantation in order to generate
cash through cyber-attacks. This unauthorized access to information is per-
formed via cyber-attacks, which have increased in popularity as a technique
of illicit money creation and have created significant hurdles to businesses
and end users [1].

Unauthorized or malicious access to computer resources and privileged
access data should be avoided at all costs, including the deployment of
malware to seize control of computer resources and privileged access data,
according to the International Cyber Security Alliance. Many malicious pro-
grams have been found in the most recent evolutionary browsers, all of them
are intended to cause damage to confidential information [2]. In one type of
a ransomware attack, a file is installed on a computer that gives access to
critical digitalized resources but subsequently blocks access until the ransom
is paid. When a ransomware attack is launched, the strategic strategy begins
with the insertion of a file that grants access to vital digitalized resources,
after which access is restricted until the ransom has been paid.

Cybersecurity threat imposers plan their attacks by researching potential
components and disseminating harmful ransomware on the user/resource
demeanor. Ransomware attackers adapt and invent ways based on previous
behavior, taking advantage of technology advancements. These attackers
collect the most information and deliver attacks to the weakest points in the
source systems, apps, networks, and so on. Previously, preventive measures
were offered. Still, ransomware dominates all aspects of the cyber world’s
resources (e.g., PCs, workstations, servers, payment connections, web links,
and so on) (E.g., PC, workstations, servers, Payment links, web links, and
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more). Traditional methods fail to detect the infection because they are rather
static and lack learning abilities. The frequency of ransomware attacks has
increased in recent years; the increased number of online users directly
correlates to an increase in the number of attacks. In order to provide a
safe ecosystem for the cyber-secure world’s operation, emerging and critical
technologies must be put into action.

Ransomware is a form of computer virus that encrypts data and locks the
offender’s screen in order to demand a ransom and wreak significant damage.
The time-consuming task of dynamic analysis can be accomplished by ran-
somware that is totally aware of its surroundings. Ransomware is becoming
increasingly frequent, posing a threat to internet users, governments, and
enterprises all around the world. Ransomware is one of the most common
types of malware. It encrypts a user’s sensitive data and only unlocks it if
a ransom is paid. As malware makers shift their product distribution from
HTTP to HTTPS to evade payload analysis, there will be no longer the ability
rely on deep packet inspection to extract functionality for malware detection
of data which monitors network traffic between an infected PC, command
and control server. Because of the obvious ransomware-as-a-service concept,
which makes it exceedingly easy to obtain and use, as well as the possi-
bility for massive profits, ransomware has become a sustainable criminal
business plan. Ransomware attacks can harm consumers, private businesses,
and public sector organizations such as hospitals and utilities providers,
causing substantial disruption and financial loss. Despite the advancement of
machine learning approaches for detecting ransomware, new variations are
being developed to circumvent detection when dynamic machines are used.

Ransomware has risen to the top of the list of all malware as a result
of traditional malware attacks [3]; ransomware is not only causing dam-
age to digital ecosystems, but it is also causing human deaths due to data
mishandling and the erroneous implementation of machines that have been
triggered and deployed by the attacker. According to Khayami [4], the first
ransomware-related human death occurred in Germany in 2020. Ransomware
attacks users, government sectors, small enterprises, and multinationals on an
enormous scale. As a result of this practice, businesses are losing millions
of dollars. Traditional defense management systems are not designed with
the various targeted platforms in mind, making these platforms vulnerable to
attack as a result. The major targeted platforms are covered in this article,
and as part of the overall strategy, the foundational methods for ransomware
defense management and decision-supporting analyses for prevention and
mitigation are presented.
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Researchers from a wide range of backgrounds, including industrial and
academic institutions, have devoted their time and resources to preventing
ransomware from accessing the confidential environment. According [5],
ransomware is particularly difficult to detect and prevent because of the
following issues [6, 7]:

• Ransomware uses encryption as a target and can be easily planted
because the system uses many open-source software and services.
Injecting malicious files has become very easy.

• Encryption is utilized as a target for ransomware, and it is extremely
simple to incorporate into a system because the system makes substan-
tial use of open-source software and services. Malicious files can now
be easily injected into a system.

• In order to infect new systems with ransomware, ransomware combines
all of the dangerous techniques.

• Most ransomware is seeded via regularly used APIs and is a part of the
digitalized ecosystem, making it incredibly powerful and allowing many
more infections to penetrate through it.

The goal of this research is to provide a multi-functional technique
for detecting ransomware that addresses the aforementioned issues while
also using advanced technology applications. Because of the inferring and
prognosticating capabilities that AI provides, advanced technologies such as
Artificial Intelligence [AI] are being examined. Organizations can become
impervious to cyber dangers such as ransomware by utilizing artificial intel-
ligence. Artificial intelligence is widely employed in a wide range of sectors,
including as stock market prediction, behavioral analysis, and other appli-
cations [8]. Many studies have indicated that artificial intelligence (AI) has
the potential to significantly contribute to cyber security. Traditional systems
lack the ability to learn from the past in order to recognize data patterns
that stimulate ransomware mitigation from the targeted source of infection.
As a result, artificial intelligence can be utilized to tackle problems that
traditional systems cannot. An erudition-based database of earlier attacks,
which collects day-to-day data flow in and out of targeted sources, can be
utilized to create data security procedures, allowing the system to detect any
malignant behavior.

Section 2 of this paper includes a comparable study that looks at the
evolutionary architecture of ransomware, targeted platforms, the impact of a
ransomware attack, the importance of data science, and artificial intelligence.
The proposed methodology is described in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the
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specifics of how the proposed technique would be implemented. Section 5
summarizes the results of the algorithms with specific parameters that were
constructed. Sections 6 and 7 provide an analysis of the findings as well as
future recommendations.

2 Related Study

The primary goal of researchers and organisations should be to combat
escalating cyber dangers and create a secure cyber ecosystem. Cyber-security
must be followed in order to secure data amassment tools, methodologies,
rule-based policy checks, measures, the security roadmap, threat-mitigation
strategies, their respective implementations, recording beneficial practises,
and combining new and improved technologies for the betterment of the
cyber ecosystem [9]. In recent years, cyber-security research has proved
promising and fruitful in terms of implementing preventive measures.
Nonetheless, various influential elements must be investigated in order to
develop early and improved security threat detection, obviation, and future
threat monitoring tactics. In [10], the author describes those constrained
susceptibilities that are considered, such as Phishing Attacks (PA), Denial of
Service (DoS), and a few malwares; the author also mentions that many vital
parameters, such as critical threats, targeted or maltreated application, reme-
diation techniques, and substrate, have not been focused by researchers and
organisations. This effort is proposed to focus on the most prevalent vulner-
ability and take into account the operating environment, targeted gateways,
and cloud-based resources or platform weaknesses.

Many cyber-threat detection models have been developed, some of which
are still in the early development stages. The author in [11] describes one such
breakthrough, in which early threat identification is carried out by an alerting
system, informing the administrator to take preventive measures. The goal
of deploying cyber-threats is to gain access to sensitive data for the purpose
of conducting hostile activities. In [13], the author describes an approach for
developing a protected data purposeful model that complies with sensitive
data requirements. Modern technologies are not being utilised at the current
level of development. As a result, the author proposes for the integration and
use of artificial intelligence and block chain technology for threat detection
purposes [14]. States that data is the most important asset, and that risks or
breaches may be produced by mistakes made by humans. It is possible that
humans or data administrators are responsible for the creation of vulnerability
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ports as a result of insufficient system architecture and the usability of static
operating models.

Cyber-threats are created in order to undermine user trust, inflict harm to
organisations, and profit vast quantities of money. To prevent cyber-attacks
as soon as they are detected, suitable safeguards for credible data should
be put in place [15]. As previously said, cyber-threats are coordinated and
designed to gain access to resources for malevolent objectives, and this access
is designated by malware [16]. Malware is inserted into specific sources once
it has been created (Personal computer, data storage contrivances, third party
software, links, cloud, etc.). Despite the fact that there are numerous varieties
of malware, ransomware [17] identifies it as the most serious and devastating
sort of malware). This paper examines ransomware attacks, which have the
potential to cause massive financial or data damage in the cyber world.
Ransomware encrypts a user’s data in order to exact a hefty ransom in
exchange for the contents’ recovery. When ransomware infects a database,
it jeopardises financial data, business models, and sensitive user data such as
personal images and videos [18].

India has been hit by ransomware multiple times; one such red alert
instance is mentioned in [18]. Advanced technology utilization has been
applied to typical use cases. The red alert was a consequence of impecunious
product design, design without security in consideration, low cognizance
of the data, and no opportune tracking system. Another such threat is
mentioned in [19], which is designated as NEMTY, which infected the
windows operating system of the internet users, after gaining access, the
NEMTY ransomware encrypted the files, and the ransomware searches for
the copy of confidential data, if any and effaces those files as well, leaving
no choice to the victim on data recovery and henceforth increase the chances
of availing the ransom. This ransomware was query predicated and had its
occurrence ecumenical, withal had botnet, but the ransomware specialist
used machine learning algorithm to stop the spread of NEMTY ransomware.
Another widely spreading and damage-causing ransomware assailment is
the WannaCry ransomware, this has evolved over the years, its first occur-
rence was optically discerned in 1989 [20]. Multiple incipient technologies
have been used to fight the WannaCry ransomware but have not been very
efficacious [21]. These attacks target the operating systems, entities involved
in managing the system, cloud storage, ancillary APIs, and gateways [22].
To mitigate the damage caused by such ransomware. The system that could
be held hostage should be designed, considering all the possible parameters
and targeted devices.
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Established firms, medium scale, small scale businesses, and individuals
should pre-plan preventive measures, standardize backups of crucial data,
and make progressive efforts to deploy a hard-edge security framework. The
paramount data format which have the crucial information, and when the
hacker reaches the files with these extensions (.txt, .doc, .rft, .ppt, .chm,
.cpp, .asm, .db, .db1, .dbx, .cgi, .dsw, .gzip, .zip, .jpg, .key, .mdb, .pgp .pdf.),
the hacker encrypts the files to make it non accessible to its owner [23].
Ransomware can be mitigated, or the damage could be truncated with proper
planning. At the same time, product development, taking support of multi-
ple incipient technologies such as high-level tracking, encryption, artificial
intelligence, etc., can be beneficial.

In [24], six machine learning classifiers have been used to detect and
relegate ransomware. The models can learn and avert attacks, proving that
machine learning can be promising to detect and relegate ransomware. Inte-
grating incipient technologies can bring more challenges, such as the lack
of ransomware erudition, resources, etc. The hackers who plant the threat are
ahead of the organizations because they catch the data activity and understand
incipient patterns. Though there is sizably voluminous data to process, these
hackers use astronomically immense data processing and develop keenly
intellective algorithms to beat the security system [25]. Even with the utiliza-
tion of artificial intelligence, there is a possibility of breaching the security
layer and planting malware. As hackers profit from millions of linked devices,
specialized solutions must be built for every entity, application, or program
in the cyber world to spot threats from all potential directions [26].

Conspicuously the hackers are accumulating more data to orchestrate
better ransomware attacks. One of them is to be able to transmute signatures
and become able to cause damage even after receiving the ransom. Huge
sectors such as healthcare, financial, and edifying sectors have no cull but
to pay the ransom. However, there is an astronomically immense possibility
of being chicaned into paying more ransom [27]. After the ransom and
data recovery payment, the solution to these unforeseen consequences can
be a better backup mechanism, encryption of confidential data, and multi-
layer checks to avert ransomware from reaching the intended confidential
data. Recent advancements in ransomware detection, prevention, and damage
control methodologies are to utilize artificial intelligence at every point or
gateway that leads to confidential data. In this paper, the utilization of a
deep learning algorithm called Long Short-Term Memory [LSTM], which
is applied to files with different formats, is proposed. The methodology is
constructed considering the environment of operation and the parties involved
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in engendering, managing, and forfending sensitive data. Table 1 contains a
review on similar research

In this work, multi-type dataset is used, the first type of dataset is used
to analyse and detect patterns between multiple malware and ransomware
and there is another section is using the patterns from ransomware phishing
emails and deploying a multi-data type classifier.

3 Methodology

Ransomware attacks intend to victimize any entity in the digital infrastructure
that houses confidential/crucial data. This paper presents a novel method-
ology to presage and detect ransomware on the user’s device, resources
deployed by the organization, third-party APIs, and cloud storage. Multiple
challenges need to be addressed and solved. The focus of the proposed
methodology is layered to surmount the challenges presented in the intro-
duction section. The challenge of the engendering of ransomware utilizing
multiple malwares techniques and the mystifying deployment of ransomware
as other malware has caused the organization to be tricked into permitting
the files into the ecosystem, as these digital ecosystems do not have the
facility to incisively capture ransomware coming into the system enmeshed as
other malwares. The methodology is split into two components. The first part
is dedicated to automatically identifying malware using LSTM that possesses
patterns of ransomware. This can benefit the organization to deploy rigor-
ous analysis and support an immediate mitigation plan. The second aspect
of this paper demonstrates the application of LSTM to detect ransomware
coming in the form of phishing emails. Figure 1 depicts the overall method-
ology to avail the end-users, organizations, and other entities connected to
the world wide web does not fall into malevolent motives set by cyber threats
via ransomware attack, which could cause loss of money. Still, it would also
decrease the credibility of confidential data. Both the components will have
the process working as presented in Figure 1.

Integrating a process is the first step in successfully implementing the
working model. The dynamicity of the ransomware occurrence in differ-
ent formats, be it masked as other threats, malware, phishing emails, or
even simple messages, can be hard to detect and track. Consequently, the
model is trained on both where malware that has sodality with ransomware
and veritable active ransomware infects the resource by a macro that is
downloaded along with the attachment that comes with the electronic mail.
Both the approaches trick the end-user into cerebrating that the attachment
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Table 1 Comparison between the existing works – with data description, results, key
takeaway and Our approach
Ref No. Approach Data Description Results Key takeaways Our Approach

[28] Classification of
ransomware
using Machine
learning

Opcodes 5 machine
learning
algorithms have
been deployed
with TF-IDF as
feature
extraction
technique. The
approach is
applied as a
binary classifier.

The ML
classification
accuracy is
99.3%, the work
implements a
binary classifier.

In this work, deep
learning algorithm is
used, the dataset
used in this work
contains opcodes
which are extracted
from .asm files and is
a multi-classifier.

[29] Ransomware
detections using
machine
learning

Packets
collected using
PPE Engine

Feature
extracted from
the packets and
used to train ML
binary classifier.

Rich-flow
records are
constantly
generated and
maintain to
increase the
features and
improvise the
accuracy

In this work, LSTM
is a deep learning
algorithm which
learns as the
data/packets are feed
into the model. Our
work adds as an
automated process to
learn new features
and classify
ransomware
efficiently.

[30] Windows
Ransomware
traffic detection
using ML

Virus total
dynamic files

The features
extracted using
Tshark is feed
into ML
algorithms, the
results improvise
when features
extraction is
done when
compared to
directly feeding
the data to ML
algorithms

Feature
extraction plays
a critical role,
ransomware can
me masked into
different
malwares and
hence a patterns
exists.

This work attempts
to identify the
similar patterns
between other
malwares and
ransomware,
providing additional
features for better
classification.

[31] Framework for
detecting
ransomware

Malwares from
Virus Total

An approach
using reverse
engineering,
statistics and ML
with a combined
accuracy of 92%
is achieved.

Base approach
must involve a
combination of
functionalities
which
accommodates
the existing
features, room
for new features
and a combined
framework for
optimal
classification.

In this work, a
combinational
approach of having
the classifier placed
at the entry point of
data at every source
within the
organization with the
possibility of
learning new data
with the deep
learning classifier is
proposed with the
intend to improvise
the detection
accuracy
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Figure 1 Overall methodology to detect and prevent ransomware within an organization.

or the medium-priority threat alert is not authentic ransomware, that can
overtake access of the user’s contrivance to the point of controlling all
the resources/devices connected, exposing all the devices and infrastructure
connected over the network within the organization vulnerably susceptible to
threats and data glomming. As presented in the methodology process flow
diagram, the algorithm can be deployed on each source and the process to be
executed. For example, if the source identified is the PC/laptops utilized by
the employees within the organization, the trained algorithm will be deployed
on the targeted device, which passed the received files .asm or .mbox (with
annexations in word, jpg, js format), identify if there is the occurrence of
threats, if yes then the resource will be blocked from the network, an alarm
will be raised to the admin. Conclusively, the associated log will be registered
and be victualed to the trained deep learning algorithm to improve detection
efficiency.

3.1 Source Identification and Data Collection

Ransomware is malware whose intent is to hold resources and ask for
ransom. These ransomwares are in high-level cryptic form; collecting such
data is possible only through multiple resources. In this paper, the proposed
framework will also act as a bottom-up approach with a capturing module
set on the target platform on which the intelligent model for ransomware
detection is placed. For example, in this paper, the target platform is involved
in the organization’s internal working, such as cloud services, third party, and
internal employees; this is depicted in Figure 2. In this section, the data of
different format is considered, and strategies to collect more data for future
improvisation is set in place.

Figure 2 has multiple parties that can probably become threats to the
organization and act as ransomware blocking and data collectors for improv-
ing security against ransomware. Below is the analysis of each of the parties
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Figure 2 Target platforms that will have intelligent ransomware detection models deployed.

involved in the overall functionality of an organization and the usage of the
proposed approach. The risk causers are explained in the following sections:

3.1.1 Third-party services (TPS)
This source has multiple entities such as TPS employees, TPS cloud storage
and applications, TPS communication gateways, TPS software and network
used to connect to the organization.

Problem: Hackers can send ransomware, making TPS entities a target to reach
the organization’s sensitive data. TPS can also develop motives to maliciously
access the organization’s sensitive data by turning into an undercover attack
planter, i.e., TPS can be victims or masterminds behind the attacks. Therefore,
the TPS can become a threat to the organization in this case.

Proposed solution: To solve this threat, the intelligent detection model is
deployed on the enter-point of the organization that the TPS uses. Also,
the proposed model deploys a program to collect similar files, which a
ransomware expert would later analyze to improvise the security model.

3.1.2 Organization’s infrastructure (OI)
Multiple instances have shown that the organization’s internal working
infrastructure can also contribute to why the organization fell victim to
ransom. In this work, the analysis is emphasized on parties involved in the
organization’s functionality.
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Problem: Employees use multiple resources such as Laptops, Virtual
workspaces, video conferencing applications, email services and more. All
these sources can home multiple unnoticed threats. The ransomware can be
masked into different file structures to make the employee open the gate to
the organization’s most valuable assets. If the employees are not tracked for
their activities, they may also be attackers. Since they have more information
about the internal working of the organization, the attacks are very hard to
negate.

Solution: A robust tracking system and the trained model to detect ran-
somware in multiple data formats will be deployed on the resources an
employee will be working with within the network.

Therefore, all the resources and employees, referred to as entities, are
considered as targeted sources for this proposed model. The intelligent model
will be deployed to detect the ransomware and inform the organization about
the abnormal activities similar to the ransomware patterns. After the sources
are identified from the environment, the data is collected in a different format,
the most common executable files, i.e., the assembly level files that a user
doesn’t care about and the phishing emails which have the data.

3.2 Data Processing and Model Training

In this phase, the development is split into two formats (.asm and. mbox
format). The data collected from sources are described in the dataset 3.2.1
section and its associated processing. Section 3.2.2 contains algorithms used
to create the intelligent detection model.

3.2.1 Dataset
Since ransomware is deployed through different formats mentioned in the
literature, in this work, the classification is on the assembly level code format
and phishing emails (which contains other formats such as links, .pdfs,
and more), there are two sources through which the data is retrieved and
processed.

i. Microsoft Big 2015 – Executable data format
Microsoft released this dataset [32], containing 9 malware families and its
type. The intent of releasing this dataset was to help data enthusiasts, data
scientists, and companies learn about the malicious access deployed on
different Microsoft resources.
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This work is related to ransomware. Since ransomware is malware,
the data mining of which of the nine families could be ransomware was
determined and stored as 2 classes, which classifies if the test malware
is ransomware or not. The data mining was manually done, and data was
prepared according to the problem, this paper is trying to solve. Considering
.asm files and the associativity of malwares to be ransomware opens one
more perspective to analyze patterns or new data points that an intelligent
system must have. Based on the research, Table 2 classifies the malwares
associativity as ransomware. Therefore, for this work, the labelled dataset
with nine labels is now distributed among 2 labels (Ransomware indexed as
0 class, and other malware indexed as 1 class). This is done for the proposed
model to have an idea of the different patterns ransomware can contain,
making the proposed model more efficient. Table 2 includes the families
belonging to malwares with similar ransomware characteristics in terms of
infection, planting, resource attacking, and encrypting files. The characteris-
tics are collected from Microsoft’s website as the same company publishes
the dataset.

ii. Phishing emails – Multiple formats
The data is collected from [33]; the author has published more than 1800
blogs with active malware and ransomware. The data is processed according
to the algorithm in the data processing step, and the training is done for the
same. Initially, all the samples are collected in the zip file, then converted the
mails into .mbox format to make the algorithm learn effectively and flatten
the file by converting it into a txt file. This model can increase its accuracy
when more active ransomwares are captured.

The active ransomware collected for training is a mixture of cerber and
sage ransomware. The source infects the ransomware after the attachment
from the mail is discovered, and an associated executable file runs and down-
loads the ransomware onto the target source. The working of ransomware
infection for the collected active ransomware files is given in Figure 3.
As depicted in the figure below, ransomware infection shows the progressive
stages of infection that can be detected and blocked when monitored. A pre-
trained model on the available dataset is deployed on every target device.
Malicious file in the form of ransomware reaches the destined target device
in the form of an email which will have ransomware available in the form
of URL, email header, email body, etc. The attachment, when downloaded
in word format or images, parallel auto-downloads the macro which starts
the infection process, encrypts the files, and displays the ransom request.
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Table 2 Malware families that could be ransomware (Source: Microsoft.com)
Malware Families
and Types Ransomware Reason
Ramnit (Worm) Yes The nature of this malware attack is to steal

confidential information, which is one of the
ransomware features. Ramnit belongs to the
trojan family. Since that family is available in the
dataset, we map it to ransomware.

Lollipop (Adware) No This Adware doesn’t have recorded evidence of
data stealing caused by search engines and
keywords. Hence there was not much relativity to
ransomware.

Kelihos ver3
(Backdoor)

No Kelihos is a botnet associated with infecting
multiple computer resources, and it’s also
associated with theft but not holding resources for
ransom.

Vundo(Trojan) Yes This malware is a trojan and infects a source by
sending phishing emails and attachments to reach
ransom worthy data.

Simda(Backdoor) Yes This malware works by making the machine
hostage to carry malicious activity, including
holding the resources for ransom.

Tracur
(TrojanDownloader)

No These malwares mainly generate revenue by
redirecting to different web sources. No instances
of holding resources for ransom were found.

Kelihos ver1
(Backdoor)

No This malware is used to extract links and spread
the virus to resources. No instance of holding
ransomware through these resources was found.

Gatak (Backdoor) Yes Multiple instances of Gatak being deployed on
the healthcare resources

Obfuscator. ACY (Any
kind of obfuscated
malware)

No These malwares have many purposes, such as
infecting a computer through spam messages. But
no information that helps us link this malware to
ransomware was found.

Depending on the criticality of the data to the organization, if the organization
decides to pay the ransom, the attacker releases the files. There are chances
that the attacker places the same infective macro at a different location in
the device to initiate reattacking. This paper proposes that the process will
identify such threats at every gateway. With the growing data, the model will
gain more and more patterns to accurately block the infection from entering
the system. This mechanism can also be repeated after the resources are
released to check if there are no additional/hidden ransomware infections
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Figure 3 Infection cycle of ransomware deployed via phishing emails.

planted. Therefore, Figure 3 has a feedback loop, which will help the organi-
zations scan for ransomware that could probably be hidden within the hostage
resources.

3.2.2 Training AI models
In this work, the deep learning algorithm LSTM is used to demonstrate the
working and effectiveness of the system. These models will be the core of the
intelligent system.

3.2.3 i. Deep Learning Model 1 – LSTM
Working of LSTM: Dealing with ransomware data collection is a chal-
lenging task but can be solved with the help of tools and programs. The
more complex challenge that ransomware data imposes is the data processing
challenge. The data is of different formats, and multiple patterns will be
achieved. The intelligent model will have to keep up with the learning
process, therefore, one of the best suitable algorithms for this problem is
the Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [34]. LSTM, which overcomes the
problem of vanishing gradient which occurs during back-propagation, is han-
dled in a series of components: The memory unit, which stores the temporal
state of the accomplished network; gates, the input and output gates which
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help in modulating the input and output activation and finally the forget gate
which helps in resetting the cell’s memory as it adapts to the training. The
mentioned components constitute to term “LSTM cell.” For this work, .asm
files are used and the data is preprocessed to have multiple tokens and to map
the result given in the experimental result section.

The steps involved are given below, these are used in calculating the
mapping between the keywords to tokens and in training the LSTM model
to predict the ransomware sequence from the given file. LSTM starts with
creating the forget gate, which contains the detected token. The objective of
this layer is to forget the old token whenever a new token is detected. RT
Represents the mapped tokens to detect the ransomware.

The equation for this is

FRT = σ(WxFxt +WhFht−1 +WcFct−1 +BF ) (1)

The above formula helps the network forget the previously extracted
tokens considering the input and output cells at the time (t–1), i.e., the
previously present token in the memory cell.

The input and output gates to learn the ransomware token are modulated
using the following Equations (2) and (3), here xt represents the input at time
t. ct ht represents the output and current state at time t. BF , BI , BO, BC
represents the respective bias for forget, input, output, and current cells; and
W represents the weight of the components.

IRT = σ(WxiIxt +WhiIht−1 +WcIct−1 +BI) (2)

ORT = σ(WxiOxt +WhiOht−1 +WcOct−1 +BO) (3)

CRT = σ(WxiCxt +WhiCht−1 +WcCt−1 +BC) (4)

The activation function plays a part in exciting to token that has been
trained as a ransomware token. To implement the activation, LSTM has two
types of activation functions the Sigmodal activation function used by forget,
input and output gates, and the tanh for the current state of the cell [35].

There are many advantages this algorithm has [36], such as the learning
rate. It also works well if no prior finite stages are found in the data.
Quickly understanding two or more similar pattern occurrences with less
time complexity is important for ransomware detection. LSTM can handle
massive data. Therefore, this paper proposes using LSTM on Microsoft Big
2015, which contains the files in .asm format. The time complexity of LSTM
is calculated using the following equations:

TimeComplexity = O(UH +UMS +HSF ) (5)
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Where, U = Number of output units, H = Hidden layers, M = Number
of memory cells, S = Size of memory cells. The detailed flow chart used for
this work is given in Section 3.3.

Optimizing LSTM: Optimizers are put in place to improvise the training of
any deep learning algorithm. They hyper tune the training parameters such as
weights to reduce the loss/poor performance of the algorithm. Since the data
collected to detect ransomware needs parameter tuning and constant weight
adjusting, the work is implemented on four optimizers, the resultant of the
same is mentioned in the experimental result section.

The selected optimizers are for this work are as follows [37, 38].

• Adams optimizer: This is one of the fastest-growing advanced opti-
mizers for the stochastic gradient technique. Adams optimizer can help
learn better in datasets that adapt small or large datasets such as the
considered in .asm files from Microsoft. The calculative measures for
Adams optimizers are as follows:

∅t+1,i = ∅t,1 −
∂

√
ε+

∑t
r=1 (∇J(∅τ,i)) ∗ 2

∇(J(∅τ,i) (6)

• RMSprop: This optimizer is relatively associated with Rmsprop, sim-
ilar to Adam’s optimizer, the learning rate is relatively slower than
Adam’s and has proven to reap the convergence faster. The calculative
measure for the same is as follows:

∅t+1,i = ∅t,1 −
∂√

ε+E[g2]t
∇(J(∅t,i)) (7)

• Adamax: Adamax is a gradient-based optimizer that adapts to the
parameters by adapting its learning rates. It has a more significant update
pattern to infrequent data and smaller updates to frequent data.

∅t+1,i = ∅t,1 −
∂√

Gt,1 + ε
gi,t (8)

• Nadam: Nesterov-accelerated Adaptive Moment Estimation, this opti-
mizer combines Adam and Nag optimizers. This optimizer delays
adaption and modifies momentum mt = ∂mt−1 + ∂∇(J(∅t,i), the
equation for the same is:

∅t+1 = ∅t −mt. (9)
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In this work, during data preparation, the models learn on a sequence
of keywords and tokens mapped during data processing. The deep learning
algorithm uses the above optimizer to improvise efficiency. The obtained
result is presented in the experimental result section.

3.3 Intelligent Classifier and Ransomware Blocking

The above mentioned deep learning algorithm will be trained on the available
data. After these models are trained, they will be deployed on the identified
target platform. For example, the intelligent classifier can be deployed on an
employee’s laptop to block any ransomware containing emails, links, or files.
LSTM can be deployed on the cloud to block the hacker from deploying
the executable format. These classifiers are deployed on different targeted
contrivances, which have been identified in Section 3.1. This approach will
allow the organization to increase security and keep confidential data from
any targeted platforms and entities out of malicious reach. Ransomware is
orchestrated and masked by the cyber-threats. Still, the organizations inte-
grating a keenly intellective detection system at every point of ingression can
avert damage to a more preponderant extend and contribute to organizations’
safety from these threats and make the data less vulnerable. Still, there are
cases where just detection is not adequate. Consequently, a better backup
mechanism such as blockchain can be implemented on this proposed system.
Due to its immutable comportment, blockchain is the best solution to backup
highly confidential data. Blockchain is out of scope from this work. It could
be the most efficacious when deployed at an organization whose data leak can
make it reach a deadend.

3.4 Data Collection for Future Improvisation

Every research work must be planned, keeping the current situation and the
future situation in mind. The challenge faced during data collection can
be solved by implementing a data collection strategy to help us achieve
better classification. Since data is the source of decision-making, more and
more data can give accurate classification. Therefore, a database with the
already analyzed ransomware pattern is set on the targeted device. An email
is triggered to the admin if there are anomalies detected that the classifier
can’t solve. The overall methodology is designed to keep the current data
collection state, detection techniques, and progressive data collection for
better decision-making.
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4 Implementation

The implementation will be categorized into two learnings; the algorithm
utilized by both the categories is LSTM. The categorization will detect
ransomware in both .asm format and .mbox format. This will sanction us
to deploy an efficient methodology at the file structure level, as .asm formats,
which are assembly-level executable files that are not readable and can reach
the operating system of the resource. The other part of the implementation is
the methodology at the network level, which receives information via emails,
and therefore the resources are prone to fall victim to ransomware attacks.

For category 1 – Machine executable .asm files derived from Microsoft
Big Data 2015, this dataset is utilized, as we have analysed and presented
in the exordium. The desideratum of finding ransomware is masked in other
malware, making it arduous to detect. Since other malware is not damaging to
the extent the ransomware does to the organization. Considering the operation
priority methods, there is a high chance of the organization de-prioritizing the
threat and sanctioning the ransomware to enter the system, as the detection
is chicaned into believing that it is malware and requires no immediate
shutdown of critical resources which contain the heart (confidential data) of
the organization.

After analysing the data presented by Microsoft Big Data 2015, the
format these algorithms are alimented with is the .asm format, which is pre-
processed and stored into data frames. LSTM overall flowchart is given in
Figure 4. A series of data processing, cleaning, and storing in the proper
format is performed to abbreviate the resource consumption in terms of
storage and time. Since this learning category is focused on finding the
malware that could mask the ransomware, the algorithm will associate the
malwares possessing the characteristics of ransomware in terms of execution,
resource infection, and over-taking control. Predicated on the attributes of
9 families of malware present in the dataset, mapping nine classes into 2
classes, is Ransomware and Other Malware, is done for the model to learn the
patterns and variants of malware that can be habituated to plant a ransomware
attack.

In LSTM, the positional relationship between words constitutes a sen-
tence, and the context between sentences includes an article. Similarly, the
positional relationship between instructions constitutes an assembly function,
and the mutual call between functions forms an assembly instruction file. The
injunctive authorizations consist of opcodes and operands, which are then
victualed to LSTM for learning and have a feedback loop to data for future
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Table 3 Mapping malwares into 2 classes
Class Malware
1 Ransomware
2 Other Malware

learning. The files are mapped into 2 classes, one class is the Ransomware
associated class, which has the patterns of threat sodality. Another class is
called Other Malware, which typically is a threat but is not of high priority
and can be considered while decision-making on the resource shut down.

Referring to Table 2, column 2 contains the details about, if the malware
is ransomware or not, the “Yes” will be mapped to “1” and “No” will be
mapped to “2”.

The data processing steps are crucial to achieve multi-format ransomware
detection, in this paper, the .asm files are read from the source folder iter-
atively, and initial cleaning is performed to remove unnecessary entries,
which would reduce the processing of unnecessary data and increase in
efficiency of learning. After extracting the .asm files into text segments, split
the lines in the text segment using whitespace characters as the delimiter, and
remove unnecessary tokens from the text segment (i.e., anything that is not
an opcode or an operand). Since the dataset mainly contains opcodes and
operands, the data can be processed to flatten the files to convert line arrays
into token arrays. Iterate the keyword and token mapping to reach the best
combination, in this paper we use 200,250 and 300 keyword token mapping.
The resultant is mentioned in the experimental section. All the malwares
from the Microsoft Big 2015 is extracted and mapped to the associated labels
mentioned in Tables 1 and 2.

In Figure 2, the .asm files retrieved from Microsoft Big 2015 have certain
unwanted data, which is common and when removed, can reduce the pro-
cessing time, increase the learning rate, and decrease the loss while training.
The mapping of the classes from 9, which was retrieved from Microsoft Big
2015 and stored as label.csv is mapped to 2 classes which will be stored as
Ransomwarelabel.csv.

LSTM is trained under 4 folds. The optimizer used is rmsprop (selected
after training with other optimizers). The number of hidden layers is 32. The
activation function used is SoftMax. The average training loss function with
the accuracy is generated for validation and presented in the Experimental
results section. The results from category 1 focus on helping the organization
take advanced steps and corrective actions based on the malware that is
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Figure 4 Flow chart of deep learning model – category 1.

mapped to have ransomware patterns and malware that cannot take over the
organization’s resources.

For category 2, this category learns about pure ransomware collected
from the source [34]. The algorithm learns on 578 ransomware emails. These
emails contain ransomware in the form of URLs, attachments, and the body
of the message. The data is split for the pre-processing, and the lemmatization
technique is used to derive the base words from the emails and return the list
of base words that form the training data set. For feature selection, we use
count vectorise (BOW) and TF-IDF transformer to a set of input features.
The data is normalized, flattened, and converted into the array to distribute
the train and test data set for the LSTM to learn.

The above figure explains the overall high-level overview of the ran-
somware learning on the .mbox format received emails. The focus is to
analyze each email, attachment or URL that comes via an email before the
data is downloaded. With multiple formats, the implementation achieves a
resultant model trained on LSTM to detect ransomware enmeshed as mal-
ware. This could help the organization detect the ransomware attack, but it
can also help plan immediate actions to be taken in time of crisis, as all the
resources shut down can cost the organization, the priority-based decision
making will help incur the lesser cost.
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Figure 5 Flow chart intelligent algorithm – category 2.

5 Experimental Result

The paper proposed the below algorithm follow to execute the results. Both
ransomware via email and machine readable files are considered in this paper,
for the experiment analysis, the test data is passed through the intelligent
classifier to detect any patterns that are similar to that of the existing features.
Ransomware are hard to detect, hence many features are added to ensure
greater accuracy of detection. In this work an extraction of patterns associated
to ransomware which is exhibited by other malwares is taken into account
along with the ransomware attacks via phishing email. This results in multi-
format ransomware detector which can help in placing the right alarming
measure. The proposed alarming measures are to notify the admin immedi-
ately and to shut down or make the resources with the high-priority flag that
identifies the resources which contain the most critical confidential data, this
will help in having the other activities function normally and to avoid the
reach of ransomware criminal to the destination.

In this section, the model’s overall performance on the executable ran-
somware data collected from Microsoft Big 2015 and Phishing emails
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Table 4 High-level algorithm for ransomware detection with multi-format dataset

End2End Ransomware, detection and alarming methodology
1: START
2: Input -> D(x) . # dataset incoming to the source with confidential data in different

formats
3: Dataframe(x) -> Clean(D(x)) . # clean the dataset to remove unwanted characters

-> .asm clean(D(x)) . # cleaning function for dataset with .asm format
-> .mbox clean(D(x)) . # cleaning function for dataset with mail box format

4: Repeat step3 until the input D(x) is fed into the source.
5: DF(x) -> Format(D(x)) . # preprocess the data set to be in the desired format

-> .asm format(D(x)) . # formatting dataset function for files with .asm format
-> .mbox format(D(x)) . # formatting dataset function for files with mail box format

6: Repeat step5 until the formatted input D(X) is feb into the source.
7: A <- Feature (D(x)) . #extract features using NLP techniques
8: DLC <- Intelligent classifier (A) . #Pass the identified features into trained deep

learning classifier
9: Alarm measure(n) <- Output <- Y pattern (MLC(A)) . #Execute alarming measures if

the pattern is identified
10: End<-Output <- N pattern (MLC(A)) . #Execute safe message
11: END

Table 5 Accuracy comparison
Deep Learning Algorithm Accuracy
LSTM – Category 1 98%
LSTM – Category 2 87%

collected from the source mentioned in (Malwaretraffic.com), the models’
accuracy and loss function have been determined. The result after the training
is given in Table 4.

The results obtained by training LSTM on big data were given to the
research committee to develop a new and better solution. This experi-
ment aims to recognize the similar patterns of other malwares that can be
a ransomware or hold organizations’ resources and demand a huge ran-
som. Figure 7 is the visualization obtained from the deep learning model.
To achieve the mentioned accuracy for LSTM, multiple steps were carried
out. Given below in Table 6 is the model summary of LSTM for category 1.

The implementation started with the data cleaning process, which struc-
tured the data into arrays with only opcodes and operands, which is the
expected result at the end of learning, then flattening of each line arrs, which
contains the individual tokens (opcodes and operands), so that text arr has
token arrs instead of line arrs. Based on the tokens retrieved, generate a
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Table 6 Category 1-dataset training LSTM details
Layer (Type) Output Shape Param #
Embedding layer 32 88320
LSTM 32 8320
Dense 2 66
Total params: 96,706 Trainable params: 96,706 Non-trainable params: 0

Figure 6 Snapshot of tokens and indexing values.

Table 7 Results after training the LSTM with 200, 250, and 300 token*keyword combina-
tion

Token & Keyword Combination Loss Accuracy
200 tokens, 200 keywords 18.6 95.76%
200 tokens 250 keywords 22.8 94.04%
200 tokens, 300 keywords 25.1 94.06%
250 tokens, 250 keywords 46.1 86.48%
250 tokens, 300 keywords 54.8 83.89%
300 tokens, 300 keywords 37.6 82.00%

keyword dictionary to map unique tokens found in the dataset to index values.
A snapshot of tokens and index values is given below in Figure 6:

The keyword and token mapping of the obtained cleaned data from the
.asm files. Proper Token and keyword mapping would increase the learning
of ransomware patterns. Given below Table 7 is the obtained accuracy after
training the model with the combination of 200,250 and 300 keywords and
tokens

The results above show that the algorithm achieves higher accuracy with
200 tokens and 200 keyword combinations. Further, to increase the accuracy
and obtain the mentioned accuracy in Table 3. The improvisation is done
via optimizers, a set of four optimizers are used to train the algorithm and
increase the accuracy while decreasing the loss.

The data collected to detect ransomware needs parameter tuning and
constant weight adjusting, the work is implemented on four optimizers; this
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Figure 7 The plot of the optimizers reached accuracy and loss percentage.

Figure 8 The average training accuracy and associated loss for the ransomware prediction
using LSTM.

is done to choose the best optimizer with higher accuracy. After training the
algorithm with Adam, Rmsprop, Adamax, and Nadam, choosing Rmsprop to
be the best for this work is made. The Figure 7 above mentions the accuracy
gained and the loss incurred by each optimizer. The above plot justifies the
use of Rmsprop as the selected optimizer for this work. The LSTM is then
trained on the dataset to reach the highest accuracy. The plots given below
are the achieved results. The validation graph for the model with the 200
keyword-token sequences and rmsprop is shown in Figure 8.

The ransomware prediction on Microsoft 2015 has 98.5% accuracy. The
improvement in accuracy is seen after selecting the correct token, keyword
combination, and training on the best optimizer.
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As mentioned in category 2, the implementation is active ransomwares
available in .mbox (email) format. A series of progressive data preparation
steps are performed.

1. To collect each word in the email text, the process is to collect the
base form of the word and then return the list of base words using
lemmatization this has been done.

2. After the list is prepared, feature selection is performed by getting
a bag of words for the email text with the function created called
bagofwords transformer.

3. Analysis the transformation is analyzed using the sparsity percentage
(Density of dataset population percentage), sparse matrix shape to iden-
tify the dimensionality of data, and count of non-zero data points is
shown in Table 8.

Table 8 Resultant analysis of the dataset
Sparsity % (2310, 34237)
Sparse matrix shape 284749
Non-zero numbers 99.9964%

4. Sequencing dataset into an array and preparing a final dataset for
training.

5. Training the LSTM and fine-tuning the results. The summary of LSTM
training is mentioned in Table 9 below.

Table 9 Category 2-dataset training LSTM details
Layer (Type) Output Shape Param #
Embedding layer 128 1280000
LSTM 32 20608
Dense 32 1056
Total params: 1,301,697 Trainable params: 1,301,697 Non-trainable params: 0

LSTM uses “relu” and “sigmoid” activation functions, and the optimizer
used is “opt,” after normalization and training on the data point, the achieved
resultant accuracy is 86.82%, and the loss is 39.4 %. The dataset has dif-
ferent base text, and therefore this accuracy achieved is shown in Figure 9.
The results are expected to improvise as the training with more data is
applied.

The outcome of both the machine-executable files and the phishing emails
is as expected, the recommendation, according to the methodology proposed,
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Figure 9 The accuracy and loss from LSTM category 2 training.

is to deploy the intelligent algorithm at every gateway of devices connected
to the network and file structure to prevent ransomware, as LSTM is a deep
learning model, data can be fed to make it more accurate with passing time
and new ransomware email, which the model did not learn.

6 Conclusion

Ransomware attackers plan their attacks in a different format; the traditional
ransomware detection methodologies relied majorly on labelled ransomware
data. The artificial intelligence models were only trained on the dataset, which
is confirmed to be ransomware, but other malicious software could lead
to a ransomware attack. This paper proposes a methodology based on the
target platforms, which are a crucial part of the organization. The platforms
can house multiple vulnerable gaps for the ransomware to be planted and
spread the infection. The proposed intelligent classifier is trained on LSTM,
which will have the ability to classify 2 different categories of ransomware
data placed at two different entry points. The first category is focused on
identifying ransomware which tricks the system into thinking that the threat
is malware and allows the file into the system with a medium-priority threat.
The mapping is done based on the characteristics of the malware family
closely resembling the ransomware, the dataset contains machine-readable
files, which is the core target of the ransomware criminal, and control of
the operating system can be hard to be reverted, which then leads to the
organization fall victim to the proposed ransom. This paper proposes to
place the category 1 classifier at the file structure level, whenever there
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is machine-readable data, the classifier will check for threats and perform
actions accordingly, on the other hand, the category 2 classifier is placed
at the network layer end to scan the ransomware threats on the received
emails, this classifier is trained on live ransomware, the efficiency of detection
for category 1 classifier is 98.01%, and category 2 classifier is 86.82%, the
efficiency of can be optimized by using more datasets and techniques, which
will be a part of enhancement study. The overall framework can be very
beneficial to organizations of various sizes.

Future Suggestions

Artificial intelligence has detected various types, and much work on individ-
ual formats has been recorded. Multiple formats and pattern matching make
the system more intelligent in this work. But there are issues with tracking
the devices responsible for allowing the ransomware, the party involved
in causing the organization’s loss, and yet can’t be tracked. There is no
backup strategy for confidential data storage. A high-level activity tracking
system must be deployed on the intranet and use blockchain to store the files
for future enhancement. When organizations face ransom, they can reverse
engineering and obtain the confidential data stored on the smart contracts.
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